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1 Introduction 

1.1 Document Overview 

This installation guide describes the steps necessary to install a MaDaM system and configure it to the needs of 
the specific project. Please note that the requirements that are defined in the MaDaM Configuration Guide need 
to be met.  

The installation guide can be used during the initial installation as well as for updating the system.  

Changing the configurations specified in this document during the runtime of the MaDaM system is generally not 
recommended without consulting the AMS.  

1.2 Related Documentation 

Other documents are not imminently required in order to install the system. However, the MaDaM 2 
Configuration Guide is necessary to prepare a system for installation. 

Related documents are: 

• MaDaM 2 Configuration Guide 

• MaDaM 2 Maintenance Guide 
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2 Installation 

Please follow sections 2 and 3 carefully for first-time installations of the MaDaM systems. 

Updating an existing system is described in section 4 and does not require to repeat the steps and configurations 
detailed in the following sections 2 and 3.  

2.1 Elasticsearch Setup 

Elasticsearch needs to be started on a server that can be reached by MaDaM.  

If you have just downloaded Elasticsearch and don’t have dedicated Elasticsearch nodes, it can be started by 
simply starting the “elasticsearch/bin/elasticsearch.bat” file. This can be done on the same server that is hosting 
the MaDaM system as a whole. 

The Elasticsearch used by MaDaM must not be connected to another Elasticsearch cluster.  Please also keep in 
mind not to have the Elasticsearch node be accessible by open internet. 

Please edit the elasticsearch.yml for each ES node that you want to use and add following statement. 

# Only allow manual creation of indices 

Action.auto_create_index: false 

 

Note that there may be multiple indices managed by Elasticsearch. If you want to configure other indices to be 
able to automatically created, you can define it with a black/white list pattern as found here: 

# Only allow indices starting with “.” to be created automatically 

Action.auto_create_index: +.*, -* 

  

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/docs-index_.html#index-creation
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2.2 Database Setup 

A relational database needs to be running on a server that can be reached by MaDaM. 

The database can run on an independent server node or on the same server that is hosting the MaDaM system 
as a whole. Please create an empty database, the system will create and fill all tables it requires. 

For the installation, the name of the database as well as a user with read/write access needs to be known. 

Please note that using MySQL requires a specific configuration to support UTF-8 with 4 bytes instead of only 3 
bytes, which is required for special characters or non-latin character sets. 

Please configure the “my.ini” or “my.cnf” file in the MySQL installation directory to include the following lines: 

[client] 

default-character-set = utf8mb4 

 

[mysql] 

default-character-set = utf8mb4 

 

[mysqld] 

character-set-client-handshake = FALSE 

character-set-server = utf8mb4 

collation-server = utf8mb4_unicode_ci 
 

These changes are vital in order to have the system running stable when using MySQL. 
 

2.3 NodeJS Setup 

The server hosting MaDaM needs to have NodeJS (at least version 6.11) installed and reachable by PATH, allowing 
for “node” console commands. This allows the MaDaM Frontend to be deployed. 

2.4 Frontend Service Setup 

The frontend components of the MaDaM system can be hosted by starting a provided “Start” script. 
Alternatively, it is possible to install the MaDaM Frontend service as a system service. 

Each MaDaM Frontend deployment contains a “scripts” folder which in turn contains two batch scripts – one for 
installing a frontend service and one for uninstalling said service. 

Please note that installing the MaDaM Frontend as a service is an optional step for easier maintenance. 
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2.5 Tomcat Setup 

After having installed the Tomcat service, please make sure that the system is not currently running. One way to 
make sure of that is as follows:  

Locate the Tomcat System Tray Icon in the taskbar and Right Click it: 

 

If in the Tomcat context menu the Option “Stop service” is available (meaning that Tomcat is running, click it and 
wait until the “Start service” option will be available. 

Open the Tomcat Properties to configure Tomcat by clicking at “Configure…” in the Tomcat context menu: 

 

2.5.1 Tomcat Memory Settings 

In the opening Apache Tomcat Properties window select the “Java” Tab and set the maximum memory pool to 
the intended maximum Memory Usage of MaDaM on the server system. 

For a system with 32 GB RAM we recommend the following settings: 

Initial memory pool: 28,672 MB  [28 GB] 

Maximum memory pool:  30,720 MB  [30 GB] 

For a system with more RAM, we recommend similarly scaled settings. Please remember to leave memory space 
for the OS to use. 

2.5.2 Tomcat Java Settings 

Additionally, the Tomcat has to be configured to run without user interface and with the correct encoding. So, 
the Java Options has to be extended with the following lines: 

-Djava.awt.headless=true 

-Dfile.encoding=UTF-8 

-Dsun.jnu.encoding=UTF-8  

To receive additional debug information when an error occurs, Tomcat needs special Java Options settings which 
has to be set before starting up: 

-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port=8086 

-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.ssl=false 

-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.authenticate=false 
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2.5.3 Tomcat Service User 

In the Apache Tomcat Properties windows select the “Log On” Tab and set the user which runs the Tomcat 
instance to a newly created service account. This service user can be configured to have access to certain file 
shares. The newly created user needs to be a domain service account that should be created in accordance to 
your IT guidelines. 

 

2.5.4 Tomcat Connector Settings 

Additionally, the Tomcat configuration needs to be changed via the “conf/server.xml” and the 
“conf/context.xml” files in the Tomcat installation directory. Within the “conf/server.xml” file, there is a 
“connector” element as follows: 

 

<Connector port="8080" protocol="HTTP/1.1" 

           connectionTimeout="20000" 

           redirectPort="8443" />  
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This element needs to include two more parameters as follows: 

<Connector port="8080" protocol="HTTP/1.1" URIEncoding="UTF-8" 

           connectionTimeout="20000" 

           redirectPort="8443" 

           maxHttpHeaderSize="65536" 
           maxPostSize="2147483647"/>  

For the “conf/context.xml” file, the “Manager” line needs to be uncommented. 

In order to do this, remove the leading “<!--” and the following “-->” tags. Change  

<!-- 

<Manager pathname="" /> 

-->  

To 

<Manager pathname="" />  

2.6 MaDaM Server Installation 

Each deployment of the MaDaM system contains a set of files consisting of “binaries”, “war files”, “configuration 
files”, and a “model file”. 

Firstly, copy the “bin” and “frontend” folders as well as the “MDM-Configuration.json” to appropriate 
destinations. All of these folders and files need to be accessible by the MaDaM system after copying. The final 
locations depend entirely on your IT infrastructure, but samples are given below: 

Source Target 

“bin” directory C:/MaDaM/bin 

“frontend” directory C:/MaDaM/frontend 

“MDM-Configuration.json” file C:/MaDaM/config/MDM-Configuration.json 

“model.json” C:/MaDaM/model/model.json 

“updateDb.bat” C:/MaDaM/model/updateDb.bat 

 

After copying the above files, please locate the Tomcat webapps folder (e.g. C:/Programs/Apache Software 
Foundation/Tomcat 8.0/webapps). Copy the “backend.war” and “jbeam.war” files of the “war” directory within 
the deployment into the Tomcat webapps folder and unpack them (e.g. with 7zip). 

The outcome should look like the image below: 
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3 MaDaM Setup 

The next steps will configure the actual parts of MaDaM. This is done via two types of components: 

The “MDM-Configuration.json” is used for the internal configuration of MaDaM, e.g. which host and ports are 
used. 

The “web.xml” files for each component (backend, jBEAM) are used for general configuration, e.g. the path to 
the “MDM-Configuration. json” file. 

3.1 Internal Configuration 

The following steps that require changes within the “MDM-Configuration.json” file are only necessary before the 
initial installation of the system. 

The configuration within this file will be separated into multiple blocks due to the amount of options, all of which 
have to be configured.  

3.1.1 Database Configuration 

The first part that needs to be configured in this file is the relational database that is used to store static data and 
information about the system. Within the element “database”, there are three essential elements that need to 
be configured. 

“hibernate.connection.url” has to be set to the actual URL of the database that is intended to be used by the 
MaDaM system. The URL needs to include the name of the database. In the sample below, the database is located 
at localhost:3306 and is called “madam”. This is required to be an empty database prior to using MaDaM. 

“hibernate.connection.username” has to be set to the login name of a user permitted to read/write the 
database. 

“hibernate.connection.pass” has to be set to the login password of the given user. 

  "database": { 
    "hibernate-properties": { 
      "hibernate.connection.url": "jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/madam", 
      "hibernate.connection.driver_class": "com.mysql.jdbc.Driver", 
      "hibernate.connection.username": "user", 
      "hibernate.connection.password": "password", 
      "hibernate.c3p0.min_size": 10, 
      "hibernate.c3p0.max_size": 50, 
      "hibernate.c3p0.timeout": 300, 
      "hibernate.c3p0.max_statements:": 50, 
      "hibernate.c3p0.idle_test_period": 3000, 
      "hibernate.dialect": "org.hibernate.dialect.MySQLDialect" 
    } 
  }  
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3.1.2 File Storage Configuration 

The location of stored files (i.e. imported measurements, preview images, etc.) needs to be configured as well. 

The final location of files needs to be accessible from the server running MaDaM. Furthermore, the user 
executing Tomcat needs to have read/write access to the location. 

 “location” should be configured with an absolute path to the location where files should be stored from the 
MaDaM system. 

 

  "fileService": { 
    "location": "C:/data/files" 
  }  

3.1.3 Elasticsearch Configuration 

In order to use the Elasticsearch indexing technology, the node that runs Elasticsearch has to be configured. 

Since Elasticsearch supports multiple nodes, the host configuration is a JSON array. For test environments, we 
recommend single Elasticsearch nodes. 

“hosts” has to contain the URLs of Elasticsearch nodes in a comma-separated list.  

The default port of Elasticsearch is 9200. If the server that runs the MaDaM server also runs an Elasticsearch 
node, we still recommend using the actual IP instead of “localhost” as the IP. 

  "elasticsearch": { 
    "hosts": [ 
      "http://localhost:9200" 
    ] 
  }  

3.1.4 Webservice Configuration 

To use the jBEAM interactive analysis, the jBEAM Webservice URL has to be configured. This URL is determined 
by the IP of the server and the port that the MaDaM deployment has configured. Within Tomcat, this is typically 
“8080”. Finally, the URL needs to contain the “jbeam” context path. 

  "webservice": { 
    "url": "http://localhost:8080/jbeam/" 
  }  
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3.1.5 Importer Configuration 

In order to be able to start the MaDaM Importer, the Importer binaries need to be made available to the system. 
The default path is “bin”, which is relative to the working directory. The default should be changed to an absolute 
path, like “C:/madam/bin”. 

Furthermore, the IP and a free port of the MaDaM server need to be configured as well.  

“binariesPath” should be defined as an absolute path to the binaries of the MaDaM system. 

“notificationHost” has to be configured to the IP of the MaDaM server. 

“notificationPort” has to be configured to a free port that can be used to communicate with the MaDaM server. 
The default is 4321. 

  "importer": { 
    "binariesPath": "bin", 
    "notificationHost": "localhost", 
    "notificationPort": 4321, 
    "autoImporterHeapSize": "2G" 
  }  

3.1.6 API Configuration 

The base URL of the backend has to be configured in order to access the API properly and in order to use the 
MaDaM web frontend. 

“baseUrl” has to be configured to the IP of the server and the port of the backend (e.g. “8080” when running in 
a default Tomcat). The context path “backend/api/v1” also needs to be included. 

  "api": { 
    "baseUrl": "http://localhost:8080/backend/api/v1/" 
  }  

3.1.7 Scripting Configuration 

The location of scripting files needs to be configured. The final location of these files needs to be accessible from 
the server running MaDaM. Furthermore, the user executing Tomcat needs to have read/write access to the 
location. 

“fileLocation” should be configured with an absolute path to the location where scripting files should be stored 
from the MaDaM system. 

  "scripting": { 
    "fileLocation": "C:/data/files" 
  }  
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3.1.8 Authorization Realm Configuration 

Users can configure authorization in order to set a basis for configuring access rights within the system with 
potential integrations. The auth configuration consists of several parts which will be investigated individually 
below. The first part is “realms”, which is used to configure AD realms against which users should be 
authenticated when trying to access the system.  

"”@type” defines what kind of realm is configured. This can either be an LDAP realm or a simple, locally 
configured realm.  

“searchBase” has to be configured to be the LDAP group in which users are searched for authentication 

“username” has to be configured to a user who has the right to read groups from the given LDAP 

“password” is the password for the service user defined above 

“server” is the location of the LDAP system 

“domain” is the default domain used for authentication when users log in without adding a domain 

“loginGroup” is the group in which users have to be in order to be allowed access to the system 

 

For simple realms, the configuration is vastly different. Individual user accounts have to be added and can be 
used as placeholders, for testing or as external customer logins. 

The name of each entry in the “accounts” element is simultaneously the login name of the given user. 

“password” defines the password of the given user 

“roles” contains a list of his roles 

Roles and password have to be set manually since they are not retrieved from an LDAP system and have no other 
automated basis. 

It should be noted that not all users who have access to the system have full functionality. Certain tasks, like re-
indexing the data base or changing the data model, are reserved for “SuperUsers”. 

The “SuperUser” role is a special privilege which has to be given in the specific configuration part. 

“superUsers” contains a list of all user names that should be granted super user access privileges. 

Finally, roles within the MaDaM system that can be used to configure access rights can be synchronized with a 
company LDAP system. For more information on setting access rights, please consult the MaDaM 2 Initial Setup 
Guide. 

“roleMappings” contains a list of individual mappings that declare which roles within the MaDaM system groups 
are given to a specific group in the LDAP system.  

The name of each entry within the “roleMappings” element has to match the name and path of a group in the 
LDAP system while the value represents a list of MaDaM roles.  

Please note that it is possible to configure variable parts in the role mappings. In the sample on the following 
page, users can have a “Project” part in their LDAP group name which is directly transferred into the resulting 
MaDaM roles. 

For example, if a user John Doe has the LDAP groups “MaDaM_TEST_DV” and “MaDaM_CRASH_CM”, he would 
have the following roles: “TEST Developer”, “CRASH Developer”, “CRASH Configuration Manager”. 
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“auth”:{ 
 "realms": [ 
      { 
        "@type": "ldap", 
        "searchBase": "OU=Benutzer, DC=local", 
        "username": "john.doe@sample.local", 
        "password": "SAMPLE_PASS", 
        "server": "server.local:389", 
        "domain": "local", 
        "loginGroup": "CN=Software-Entwickler, OU=Benutzer, DC=local" 
      }, 
      { 
        "@type": "simple", 
        "accounts": { 
          "MaDaM_DemoUser": { 
            "password": "demo123", 
            "roles": [ 
              "Developer" 
            ] 
          } 
        } 
      } 
    ], 
    "superUsers": [ 
      "MaDaM_DemoSuperUser" 
    ], 
    "roleMappings": { 
      "CN=MaDaM_${Project:.*}-DV,OU=Gruppen,DC=local": [ 
        "${Project} Developer" 
      ], 
      "CN=MaDaM_${Project:.*}-CM,OU=Gruppen, DC=local": [ 
        "${Project} Developer", 
        "${Project} Configuration Manager" 
      ] 
    } 
} 
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3.1.9 Extensions Configuration 

Extensions with web interfaces are configurable throughout MaDaM. In order to configure the extensions, the 
object “extensions” is given. 

Please check your specific integration guides for information how to configure your integration. 

3.2 Backend Configuration 

If the location where the “MDM-Configuration.json” will be stored on the MaDaM server is known to the AMS 
before the setup, this step is not necessary. Otherwise, the following changes need to be performed before the 
initial setup as well as when updating to newer versions. 

Navigate to the /webapps/backend/WEB-INF folder in the Tomcat installation directory and open the “web.xml” 
file. 

<context-param> 

    <description>MaDaM config file location</description> 

    <param-name>configLocation</param-name> 

    <param-value>MDM-Configuration.json</param-value> 

</context-param>  
Within this file is a context parameter “MaDaM config file location” that needs to be set to the location of the 
“MDM-Configuration.json” file. This path can either be relative to the working directory or absolute. 

3.3 jBEAM Configuration 

3.3.1 Port Configuration 

If the ports which are available for the MaDaM system are known to AMS before the setup, this step is not 
necessary. Otherwise, the following changes need to be performed before the initial setup as well as when 
updating to newer versions. 

Navigate to the /webbapps/jbeam/WEB-INF/classes/resources folder in the Tomcat installation directory and 
open the “Configuration.xml” file. 

 
<EnterpriseServerPort> 

    <Int>2356</Int> 

</EnterpriseServerPort> 

<RemoteCallablePort> 

    <Int>3000</Int> 

</RemoteCallablePort>  
 

This file is used to edit the ports used by the EnterpriseServer and the RemoteCallable. Depending on your IT 
infrastructure, these may have to be changed. 

3.3.2 LicenseServer Configuration 

The jBEAM Webservice contains a LicenseServer for interactive Analysis. So the jBEAM Webservice needs a valid 
license file for the start-up.  

Navigate to the /webbapps/jbeam/WEB-INF/lib directory and run the “jBEAM-MaDaM-XXX-LicenseServer-
X.X.X.X.jar” on the server (The correct name depending of your version.). The Execution will fail, because of the 
missing license, but you can create a “license.request” file . This “license.request” contains the serial number of 
the jBEAM version and some hardware information of the server. Sent this file to info@amsonline.de and we 
sent you the needed “.license” file. Copy this “.license” in the Tomcat installation directory. 

mailto:info@amsonline.de
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Alternatively, it’s possible to create the license request file via command line. The following command must be 
executed in a folder containing the “jBEAM-MaDaM-XXX-LicenseServer-X.X.X.X.jar” jar file and with writing 
access: 

java -Djava.awt.headless=true -jar jBEAM-MaDaM-XXX-LicenseServer-X.X.X.X.jar     

3.4 Frontend Configuration 

If the host of the MaDaM server and the port of the core are known to the AMS before the setup, this step is not 
necessary. Otherwise, the following changes need to be performed before the initial setup as well as when 
updating to newer versions. 

Navigate to the destination of the “frontend” directory, which was defined at the beginning of this guide (e.g. 
“C:/MaDaM/frontend”).  

Within the frontend directory, there is a “config/default.json” file, which contains the configuration of the 
MaDaM frontend. This configuration directly influences how users access the MaDaM system with their web 
browsers. 

“host” has to be configured to the server running NodeJS for hosting the MaDaM frontend. This may be the same 
server that runs the whole MaDaM system. This is also the host that users will access through their web browser 
to use the MaDaM system. 

“port” has to be any free port that the system can use to be accessed. This will be the port that the users will 
access through their web browser to use the MaDaM system. 

“backend” has to be configured to the IP of the server and the port of the backend (e.g. “8080” when running in 
a default Tomcat). The context path “backend/api/v1” also needs to be included. This is the same URL as the “API 
Configuration” defined in section 3.1.6. 

{ 
  "host": "localhost", 
  "port": "3003", 
  "backend": "http://localhost:8080/backend/api/v1" 
}  
 

3.5 Preparing the Data Base Update 

In order to perform this step, the “updateDb.bat” file  from the deployment package has to be edited and started. 
It should be copied at the start of the guide (e.g. to “C:/MaDaM/model/updateDb.bat”). 

The batch file contains two placeholders that need to be replaced. 

<path_to_config> needs to be replaced with the absolute path to which the “MDM-Configuration.json” was 
copied (e.g. “C:/MaDaM/config/”). 

<path_to_backend> needs to be replaced with the absolute path to which the backend was copied 
and unpacked (e.g. “C:/Programs/Apache Software Foundation/Tomcat 8.0/webapps/backend/) 

 

The clean=true command parameter is optional and not set by default. If this parameter 
is set during the first execution of the updater, the updating process will clean the folder 
which is configured as file storage location as well as the elastic search index. Please use 
this with caution to not accidentally delete required files. 
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echo "Updating DB ..." 
java -DconfigLocation="<path_to_config>\MDM-Configuration.json" -cp "<path_to_backend>\WEB-
INF\lib\*" com.AMS.MDM.backend.updater.MadamUpdater dbUpdate clean 
echo "Done."  
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4 MaDaM Update 

If you already have an existing MaDaM system and you want to upgrade instead of installing it for the first time, 
please follow these alternative steps. 

4.1 Prerequirement 

Before updating the system, please make sure that the Tomcat Service hosting MaDaM and the service hosting 
the MaDaM Frontend are shut down. 

If you do not shut down either service, it may lead to corruption of the stored data throughout the updating 
process. 

4.2 Backup 

We highly recommend backing up the existing service files. 

This requires all data from the “bin” and “frontend” directories to be backed up. These directories were moved 
during the initial installation or the last update, the location of which depends on your local environment. You 
can find samples in section 2.5. 

Similarly, the “backend” and “jbeam” directories from the “Tomcat/webapps” directory should be backed up as 
well. 

4.3 Updating 

When updating a new version, the AMS will provide a package containing new sources. Typically this includes a 
“frontend” and “bin” directory as well as new “backend” and “jbeam” WAR files and an “updateDb.bat” 
executable. 

All of the files should be moved as described in section 2.5. Before moving the files, please make sure that no 
remains of the old provision are at the target locations. For example, if you copy “frontend” to its destination, 
make sure that the old “frontend” contents are completely removed from the target. 

For the content of the “Tomcat/webapps” directory, please make sure to remove both the unpacked “backend” 
and “jbeam” folders as well as the old “backend.war” and “jbeam.war” files 

After copying all files, please check that the Elasticsearch service is running. 

Afterwards, execute the newly provided “updateDb.bat” file and wait for it to finish. 

As soon as the “updateDb.bat” file is executed completely, you simply have to restart the Tomcat process and 
then the system will be started as usual. 

Finally you restart the frontend service or execute the “frontend/start.bat” file 

4.4 Workflow 

This section will summarise the steps necessary to update to a newer MaDaM version in a list of keywords. 

• Shut down Tomcat and NodeJS 

• Backup and then remove the old “frontend” and “bin” folders 

• Backup and then remove the old content of “Tomcat/webapps” directory (“backend” and “jbeam” 
folders , “backend.war” and “jbeam.war” files) 

• Copy newly provided sources to adequate destination folders (see section 2.5) 

• Make sure that Elasticsearch service is running and execute “updateDb.bat” 

• Restart Tomcat service and frontend service 
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5 System Start 

In order to start the system, there are several steps that have to be completed in order.  

There is a step that has to be completed after installing the system or updating the MaDaM version. This is the 
data base update. 

5.1 Starting the System 

These steps have to be executed after the first installation and after reboots of the MaDaM server system. The 
only exception is step “3. Execute updateDb.bat”, which has to be executed only after installing or updating the 
system.  

1. Make sure that Elasticsearch is running or start Elasticsearch (see 2.1) 
2. Make sure that the relational Database is running 
3. Execute “updateDb.bat” from the deployment package and wait for it to finish 
4. Start Tomcat Service 
5. Start Frontend (by starting the service  or the “frontend/start.bat” from the location to which you 

copied the Frontend) 
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6 Model Import & Access Rights 

After starting the system, the MaDaM services can be used. We recommend importing a model (see next section) 
after logging in for the first time.  

Furthermore, initial users are recommended to create basic Access Rights. 

6.1 Model Import 

In order to import the model, a user with Superuser rights (e.g. Demo Admin in demo versions) has to log into 
the system. 

 

After logging into the system, a warning will pop up. This is due to no model being imported yet – which can be 
ignored for now. 
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After logging in, navigate to the “Model” page and select the “Import” option. 
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After clicking the “Import” button, a file selection dialog will open up. Please navigate to the model file that was 
part of the deployment package (e.g. “C:/MaDaM/model/model.json”) and select the json file containing the 
model. Please wait for the notification confirming the import of the model types as complete and refresh the 
browser.  

 

After refreshing the page, the model is fully loaded. The system is now prepared for usage. 

6.2 Access Rights Definition 

After importing a model, we recommend creating basic Access Rights. As an example, the following steps create 
a rudimentary Access Rights Setting for the Demo Login Configuraton (without LDAP integration): 

1. Navigate to the Model Editor 
2. Select the root type “Entity” 
3. Add “Create” and “Read” permissions for “UserRole” 
4. Add “Create”, “Read”, “Update” and “Delete” rights for “AdminRole”. 

As a result of these configurations, all users would now be able to create and read tests and other kinds of 
information, but only administrators would be able to change or delete them once they are within the system. 
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7 Glossary 

ACE Access Control Entry, an entry defining which rights a particular role has (i.e. User X has CRUD 
access) 

ACL Access Control List, a list of various ACE entries that constitutes the required roles to access an 
object 

RegEx Java Regular Expressions to check Text for patterns 

  


